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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. CITY STREETS NIGHT TIME

ACTION THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

busy streets of a city hundreds of PEOPLE are walking

through the sidewalks.

Suddenly a rogue S.T.R.I.F.E agent STANFORD SNAKES in his

40’s sassy, sinister, silly, cruel, acts like a snake,

skinny, has scaly skin and has green eyes is running through

the sidewalk pushing people of the way from him.

4 ST.R.I.F.E AGENT chases after him.

CUT TO

EXT. CITY STREETS EMPTY ALLEYWAY

Stanford turns a corner and runs into the empty alleyway and

runs to the end of it. Suddenly he bumps into a brick wall.

He turns around and the 4 S.T.R.F.I.E agents walk slowly up

towards him.

S.T.R.I.F.E AGENT 1

There is nowhere to run Standford,

surrender and we shall help you get

back to normal.

Stanford looks nervous as the S.T.R.I.F.E agents are walking

up to him. EVIL SINISTER MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a

SHADOW FIGURE leaps down from the balcony and lands onto the

ground in front of Stanford.

Stanford is surprise by the shadowy figure. The Shadowy

figure SNAPS her fingers 4 times, causing the 4 S.T.R.I.F.E

agents to LAUNCH up into the air and out of the alleyway.

They SCREAM through the air and CRASHES down behind a

building in the distance.

STANFORD SNAKES

Who...Who are you?

The Shadowy Figure comes out from the shadows and into the

light to revel to be CINDY ELSON 24 years old, sassy, cute,

charismatic, violent, manipulative, has violet hair and pink

eyes, and 2 birthmarks under her eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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CINDY ELSON

Let’s just say that I am an

assistant for any 1 who is a rogue

agent.

STANFORD SNAKES

So that means I have to pay you?

CINDY ELSON

I pay myself. So what are your

orders...boss?

Stanford Snakes smiles evilly and HISSES with evil.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. MOUNTAIN TOP OF MOUNTAIN RANGE SNOWING DAYTIME

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. On the

mountain top of a mountain range, Vince dodges some ICICLES

from a far range.

He SLIDES to a stop and smiles. Vince’s hands GLOW with

YELLOW ENERGY.

VINCE LANCELER

Hey...Have you ever had a snowball

fight with energy balls?

CHERRY CHASER

Looks like they didn’t had 1 like

that before.

APPLE MILES

It’s about time for them to have 1

like this.

Suddenly all of the EVIL LIVING SNOWMEN charges at Vince and

the angels.

PEACHES PITTER

Come let’s turn these snowmen into

slush.

VINCE LANCELER

White Shine!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Vince FIRES SHINING WHITE ENERGY BEAM out of his chest at

the incoming snowmen. 3 of the snowmen get hit by the energy

beam and MELT into a puddle. Cherry SLIDES on some ice and

throws a flying jump kick at 1 of the living snowmen. Cherry

MAKES a FLAMETHROWER made of real fire APPEAR.

CHERRY CHASER

Flaming Flamethrower!!!

Cherry FIRES FLAMES out of the flamethrower causing the

snowmen to MELT. Cherry throws the flaming flamethrower at

another evil snowman causing the flaming flamethrower to

EXPLODE.

Peaches is surrounded by evil snowmen. She smiles and her

body GLOWS ORANGE.

PEACHES PITTER

Tornado impact!!!

Peaches spins in the air with a tornado kick, causing her to

MAKE a TORNADO and BLOWS away all of the evil snowmen away

from her.

PEACHES PITTER

That’s the last of them.

APPLE MILES

I don’t think so. Look in the

distance.

ZOOM IN: IN THE DISTANCE

In the distance an ESCAPED ROUGE AGENT is running away from

Vince and the girls.

BACK TO SCENE

APPLE MILES

The Rogue agent is getting away.

VINCE LANCELER

Not for long.

Vince throws a punch onto the ground. Suddenly a GIANT

PSIONIC HAND APPEARS out of the ground and grabs the Rogue

Agent.

ROGUE AGENT

OK OK, I surrender.

FADE TO



4.

INT. S.T.R.I.F.E HEADQUARTERS CAFETERIA LATER

Later Vince and the girls are at the cafeteria at

S.T.R.I.F.E HQ. Peaches takes a bite out of her burger and

eats it.

PEACHES PITTER

You know it’s kinda cool

celebrating our missions with

burgers, it fills like a trend for

us.

VINCE LANCELER

I know right. So what else are we

going to do today?

Apple has a confuse look on her face.

APPLE MILES

What are you talking about?

VINCE LANCELER

I mean hanging out with you girls

is great.

CHERRY CHASER

But we are girls. And college

students.

APPLE MILES

Yes Vince, we are spies, but our

first lives we are college

students.

PEACHES PITTER

Totally, like me I am studying in

mechanics and I am part of the

womens football team.

VINCE LANCELER

Your college has a womens football

team?

PEACHES PITTER

(smiles)

It does now.

CHERRY CHASER

And I am part of a college rock

band, lead singer and guitarist.

And also I am studying to be a

music teacher.

(CONTINUED)
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APPLE MILES

And I am studying to be a child

psychologist. So we need to have

some time for our selves and our

studies.

VINCE LANCELER

But what about me, and our missions

together?

APPLE MILES

Vince honey we will get together

for only our missions, how about

spending some time with your own

friends.

CHERRY CHASER

Or some time with your pets Tammy

and Chilly, getting them out of

your backpack before they stink it

up.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches get up from the table and walk

away from Vince.

PEACHES PITTER

See you at our next mission Vince.

Chilly and Tammy poke their heads out from Vince’s backpack.

VINCE LANCELER

What my backpack doesn’t smell that

bad.

Chilly and Tammy crawl out of Vince’s backpack. Vince SNIFFS

his backpack and covers his noise from the bad smell.

VINCE LANCELER

(groused out)

OK that stinks.

FADE TO

INT. VINCE’S HOUSE DINING ROOM EVENING LATER

Later at Vince’s house, Vince is having dinner with his

father and grandmother. Vince his poking his food with his

fork with a bored look on his face.

Vince’s grandmother looks at Vince wondering what’s wrong

with him.

(CONTINUED)
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JUDY LANCELER

What’s wrong sweetheart?

VINCE LANCELER

(sad)

My friends from my after school

club doesn’t want to hang out with

me after our after school club.

SHELDON LANCELER

Why? Would you guys at least hang

out during school.

VINCE LANCELER

They are part of a different

school.

SHELDON LANCELER

Oh my. How about you can talk to

them and work out away to find time

to hang out.

VINCE LANCELER

Sorry but they are too busy with

their school work.

JUDY LANCELER

Those sound like very well educated

kids.

Vince puts his fork down onto the table, and stands up from

his chair from the table.

VINCE LANCELER

I think I am not hungry tonight.

I’m going to my room.

Vince walks out of the dinning room with a sad look on his

face.

CUT TO

INT. VINCE’S HOUSE VINCE’S ROOM

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince OPENS the door

to his room, and walks up to his bed. Chilly and Tammy climb

up onto Vince’s bed to comfort him.

VINCE LANCELER

(smiles at Chilly and Tammy)

At least you guys can hang out with

me.

(CONTINUED)
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CINDY ELSON (O.S)

You hanging out with your pets?

That’s so embarrassing.

Vince is surprise and confuse hearing that voice. Vince

looks out his window and sees Cindy is sitting on a tree

branch.

CUT TO

EXT. TREE HOUSE NEXT TO VINCE’S BEDROOM WINDOW

Vince OPENS his bedroom window and poke his head out.

VINCE LANCELER

Who are you?

CINDY ELSON

My name is Cindy. Cindy Elson. I

was a friend to Apple, Cherry and

Peaches.

VINCE LANCELER

I didn’t knew they had a friend

like you?

CINDY ELSON

It’s along story, but do you want

to hear about it or you want to

have some fun with another S.O.E

agent?

VINCE LANCELER

You’re a S.O.E Agent too? Sweet.

Let’s go have some fun.

Vince climbs out of his bedroom window. Cindy and Vince

climb down the tree.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF BARRYVILL EVENING

FUN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince and Cindy are

walking in the streets of Barryvill.

VINCE LANCELER

So is this your first time here in

Barryvill?

(CONTINUED)
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CINDY ELSON

Yes it is. Could you show me

around.

VINCE LANCELER

I would love to do that. Let me

show you the fun places around

here.

Vince and Cindy walk into a Haunted Theme Ice Cream shop.

CUT TO

INT. ICE SCREAM

HAUNTED CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the Ice Scream

shop, there are a lot of scary decorations in the shop.

Vince and Cindy walk up to the counter and sit up on the 2

stools.

VINCE LANCELER

This is Ice Scream, the popular ice

cream shop in town.

CINDY ELSON

What make it popular?

VINCE LANCELER

It has spooky theme menu items, a

cool haunted house and every

Wednesday you get your ice cream

free.

A WAITER gives Vince and Cindy 2 Frankenstein Fudge

Sundaes. Vince picks up his spoon and starts eating the

Frankenstein Fudge Sundae.

VINCE LANCELER

You can really taste the pop rocks

in the fudge.

CINDY ELSON

That’s nice...but I want to see

something here more technological.

VINCE LANCELER

Oh I know a place you are talking

about.

CUT TO
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INT. RETRO TECH ARCADE LATER

RETRO TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince and Cindy arrive

at the Retro Tech Arcade. In the arcade there are a lot of

people playing old fashion video games, new video games, and

some of them are playing video games.

VINCE LANCELER

This is Retro Tech Arcade. It

combines arcade games and modern

day games together in 1 place.

They walk up to a big screen in the middle of the arcade.

VINCE LANCELER

Now this a game where you project a

game from your phone to the TV.

Vince takes out his phone and turns it on. He presses on his

phone and images of his game appears on the TV. A PIZZA BOY

on a skateboard is riding down the street.

VINCE LANCELER

Now this is my favorite game on my

phone Skater Pizza Boy. I almost

finished this level but it’s very

hard.

Vince scrolls his phone up and down controlling the Pizza

Boy on the big screen TV.

CINDY ELSON

How about I take care of your hard

level you’re on.

Vince hands his phone to Cindy. Cindy moves her finger up

and down on Vince’s phone RAPIDLY. On the big screen the

Pizza Guy is dodging obstacles while biking towards the

finish line. The Pizza guy crosses the finish line. TRUMPET

NOISE APPEARS from the screen, and confetti SPRAYS out from

the screen.

VINCE LANCELER

Thank you for helping me beat the

game.

CINDY ELSON

No problem. Now I heard that there

is an educational place here in

town.

(CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER

There’s a museum we can go to.

CINDY ELSON

I was talking about a university.

VINCE LANCELER

A University?...Um...I don’t know

if Barryvill does have a

University.

Cindy gives Vince his phone back.

CINDY ELSON

Take a look at your phone to find

out.

Vince types down on his phone searching for a university in

Barryvill. He smiles as he found a university in Barryvill.

VINCE LANCELER

Here’s one and it’s right in town.

CINDY ELSON

(smiles)

Really. Do you know what’s it

called?

VINCE LANCELER

It’s called George University.

CINDY ELSON

(smiles)

Excellent. Let’s go right now.

Cindy grabs Vince’s hand and they run out of the arcade.

VINCE LANCELER

But I don’t know if they allow kids

at college.

FADE TO

EXT GEORGEBURG UNIVERSITY COURTYARD EVENING

Vince and Cindy arrive in front of a statue of the

university’s found in Georgeburg University.

VINCE LANCELER

Here we are Georgeburg University.

Why do you want to be here for?

(CONTINUED)
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EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Cindy looks into the

distance

CINDY’S P.O.V

Cindy sees Apple, Cherry and Peaches walking out of a

building.

RETURN TO SCENE

CINDY ELSON

(smiles evilly)

Just to meet some "Old Friends"

Cindy ZAPS a LIGHTNING BOLT out from her finger at Apple,

Cherry and Peaches. The lightning bolt hits down onto the

ground in front of them. Apple, Cherry and Peaches are

surprise.

APPLE MILES

What was that?

CHERRY CHASER

(mad)

Cindy Elson

Cindy ZOOMS over to Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

CINDY ELSON

(smiles evilly)

Hello girls.

PEACHES PITTER

Cindy Elson? What’s with the

superpowers you got?

CINDY ELSON

Let’s just say that, I got these

powers, by incident.

CHERRY CHASER

Incident? But how?

APPLE MILES

(mad)

We can worry about that later,

right now Cindy, please surrender

so we won’t hurt you.

CINDY ELSON

Fine. But before I do that, let me

introduce to you to my new friend.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Standford Snakes leaps down from the roof and lands

behind Apple, Cherry and Peaches and SHOOTS VENOM out from

his mouth at the girls. The girls collapse onto the ground.

Vince comes running up to the girls.

VINCE LANCELER

Apple, Cherry, Peaches !!!

Standford SHOOTS VENOM at Vince, hitting him and making him

fall to the ground.Cindy smiles evilly

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince wakes up

and freaks out.

VINCE LANCELER

Oh no Apple, Cherry Peaches!!!

Suddenly his Spy Communicator RINGS. Vince takes it out from

his pocket and TURNS IT ON, causing a HOLOGRAM of Harry to

APPEAR out from it.

VINCE LANCELER

I got a major problem Harry, I was

making friends with this girl named

Cindy Elson and some weird snake

guy comes down and shots venom at

me, Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

HARRY JOPER

Hold your horses...Did you say

Cindy Elson?

VINCE LANCELER

Yes. Was she an agent to

S.T.R.I.F.E?

HARRY JOPER

No she wasn’t, she was just a

regular mean girl from the girls’

high school, she was a rival to

Cherry who got all of the boys at

school, she was the head

cheerleader of the cheer squad and

student body president, but soon

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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HARRY JOPER (cont’d)
Cherry reveled her secret life, she

was really working for her

stepmother.

VINCE LANCELER

Wow an old school rivalry eh? But

how did she got her D.I.P powers?

HARRY JOPER

She got her D.I.P chip from a rogue

agent who is selling D.I.P chips

for 5 dollars each. Soon she got so

obsessed with these chips, she got

5 of them and she became a powerful

D.I.P chip welder.

VINCE LANCELER

And she wasn’t an agent.

HARRY JOPER

Speaking of agents, they rogue

agent you described was Stanford

Snork, but now he is Stanford

Snakes, his D.I.P powers is venom

manipulation he can create new

types of venom just by spitting.

VINCE LANCELER

Could he just say it instead of

spraying it?

HARRY JOPER

I know, also I found out where

Apple, Cherry and Peaches are. They

are hiding somewhere on the

Georgeburg University campus. They

are hiding in a tool shed.

VINCE LANCELER

I’m all over it.

Vince TURNS OFF his spy communicator and puts it back into

his pocket. Vince runs to rescue Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

CUT TO
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INT. TOOL SHED GEORGEBURG UNIVERSITY CAMPUS GROUNDS

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In a Tool Shed on

campus grounds, Apple, Cherry and Peaches are tied in rope

while sitting in chairs.

They wake up while being confused.

CHERRY CHASER

Is this a Tool Shed?

PEACHES PITTER

Looks like it.

APPLE MILES

If we are in the tool shed, then

who tied us up?

Cindy walks into the tool shed with an evil smile on her

face.

CINDY ELSON

Hey girls. It’s been awhile since

high school, how were things?

CHERRY CHASER

Great, we live double lives as

college students and spies, have a

new member on our team, and we got

tied up by you!!!

CINDY ELSON

Yes, all in a days work for a

revengeful lady who want to take

revenge on the girls who exposed

her for who she really is.

APPLE MILES

But why did you team up with a

rogue agent?

CINDY ELSON

Because the only way to take down a

S.T.R.I.F.E agent is with another

1. I convince the rogue agents to

team up with me and they become the

1 in charge of things. I play along

with them to be their strong

henchman, or in this case woman.

PEACHES PITTER

(mad)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PEACHES PITTER (cont’d)

Once we are free, I’m going to be

the first 1 to kick your butt. But

now I am feeling weak.

Suddenly Stanford leaps down from the ceiling and next to

Cindy.

STANFORD SNAKES

Thanks to me, when the venom gets

into full effect, you 3 shall never

wake up.

CHERRY CHASER

You teamed up with a rogue agent?

CINDY ELSON

(smiles evilly)

More like partnership.

ACTION TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Suddenly Vince comes

into the tool shed and goes into his fighting stances.

VINCE LANCELER

(mad)

Cindy, I thought you are a friend,

but now you are just using me to

locate Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

CINDY ELSON

Of course I did. Besides you are

too young for me to hang out with.

CHERRY CHASER

You take that back before...I

...I...I.

Suddenly Cherry gets dizzy and DRAWL comes out from her

mouth.

PEACHES PITTER

What’s with Cherry?

APPLE MILES

It must be the venom that Stanford

shot us with. It must be effecting

us very...very...very.

Then Apple feels dizzy and she starts to drawl.

VINCE LANCELER

(worried)

Oh no now Apple has been effected.

(CONTINUED)
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Vince’s body GLOWS YELLOW and he PROJECTS GLOWING STARS

at Cindy. Cindy dodges the attack and smiles. Vince has a

mad look on his face, and Chilly and Tammy get out of his

backpack and crawl onto the floor.

VINCE LANCELER

(to Chilly and Tammy)

Chilly, Tammy break Apple, Cherry

and Peaches free, I will take care

of Cindy and Standford.

Vince goes into his fighting stances and Chilly and Tammy

run up to Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

ELECTRICITY comes out of Cindy’s body, and her right hand

GLOWS BRIGHT GREEN.

CINDY ELSON

(smiles evilly)

You won’t stand a chance against

me. My powers will give you

nightmares.

Cindy FIRES GREEN PLASMA out of her hand at Vince. Vince’s

body GLOW RED and he makes a SHIELD to APPEAR out of his

hand and REFLECT the plasma, and throws a flying jump kick

at Cindy. Cindy gets hit by the kick and then throws a back

kick at Stanford hitting him in the face.

Chilly nibbles on the rope around Cherry, causing the rope

to fall off of her. Tammy uses her claws to cut the ropes on

Apple and Peaches, causing them to fall off of them. Apple,

Cherry and Peaches stand up from their chairs feeling all

dizzy.

APPLE MILES

(feeling dizzy)

Thank you Chilly and Tammy.

PEACHES PITTER

(feeling dizzy)

Oh man I’m still dizzy.

CHERRY CHASER

(feeling dizzy)

Call Harry, he will help us.

Vince’s body GLOWS RED and PROJECTS HARD LIGHT of a baseball

bat and swings it at Cindy and Stanford, hitting them and

causing them to CRASH out of the shed.

CUT TO
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EXT GEORGEBURG UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL FIELD EVENING

ACTION TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Cindy and Stanford

are thrown out of the shed and land onto the ground of the

football field.

Vince’s body GLOWS WHITE and he FIRES a WHITE ENERGY BLAST

out of his hands at Cindy and Stanford. Cindy leaps up off

of the ground and ABSORBS the energy blast into her body.

She smiles and Stanford FIRES VENOM out of his hands at

Vince. Vince dodges the attack and then throws a punch onto

the ground, causing HARD LIGHT CONSTRUCTS of SPIKES to POP

out of the ground and surrounds Cindy and Standford.

Vince walks out of the shed and creates HARD LIGHT

CONSTRUCTS of swords to come out from his hands.

CINDY ELSON

(evilly smiles)

Some kid you are. Too bad you won’t

grow to your 16th birthday.

STANFORD SNAKES

Time to make it rain...Poison.

Stanford SHOOTS POISON out from his hands right into the air

and raindrops of poison falls down from the sky. Vince runs

SUPER FAST to ZOOM through the falling poison raindrops.

Vince throws a jump sword sing attack at Cindy and Stanford.

Vince uses her MATTER MANIPULATION POWERS to form a shield

out of the ground. She blocks the sword swings from Vince

and smiles.

CINDY ELSON

(impressed)

Hard Light Construct. Something out

from a comic book.

Cindy’s eyes GLOW RED and she FIRES LASERS from her eyes at

Vince. Vince dodges the laser blast and throws a kick at

Cindy hitting her in the head, causing her to stumble

backwards and hits Stanford.

STANFORD SNAKES

Allow me to take down this kid.

Stanford SPRAYS POISON out of his mouth at Vince. Vince

dodges the attack and Vince’s body GLOWS with YELLOW AURA.

Vince PROJECTS ENERGY STARS out of his hands at Stanford.

Stanford gets hit by the energy stars and fall to the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER

It’s you and us Cindy.

CINDY ELSON

As if, you know your friends are

still effected by Stanford’s

poison.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches come crawling out of the shed

feeling weak.

PEACHES PITTER

Help us Vince.

CHERRY CHASER

Please save us.

APPLE MILES

The only way to save us from this

poison...is to defeat Stanford.

VINCE LANCELER

(serious)

So if I defeat Stanford you girls

will back to normal.

CINDY ELSON

That won’t happen kid.

Stanford stands up from the ground and smiles. He FIRES

POISON out of his mouth at Vince. Vince gets hit by the

poison, causing it to BURN a HOLE in the middle of his suit

reveling his belly button.

VINCE LANCELER

(mad)

Dude, you’re going to pay for that.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vince goes

into a sprint position and his legs GLOW YELLOW. ENERGY

PROJECTS from Vince’s feet, making him FLY through the air.

Vince throws a flying punch at Stanford, hitting him and

causing him to fall to the ground. Cindy FIRES LASERS from

her eyes at Vince, but he dodges the attack and throws a

kick at Cindy. Cindy blocks the attack and then throws a

counter kick at Vince.

Vince gets hit by the kick and makes him fall to the ground.

Vince leaps off of the ground and then runs right at

Cindy.Vince’s body GLOWS with RED AURA and a HARD LIGHT

CONSTRUCT of a metal glove to APPEAR on his left fist.

(CONTINUED)
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VINCE LANCELER

Lucky Lefty.

Vince throws a punch at Cindy, but she blocks the attack,

and ABSORBS the HARD LIGHT CONSTRUCT of Vince’s metal glove

into her body.

CINDY ELSON

(evilly smiles)

I can absorb any energy, and that

includes yours.

Cindy FIRES RED LIGHTNING BOLTS out of her hands at Vince.

Vince gets hit by the red lightning bolts, fly through the

air and falls onto the ground.

Apple, Peaches and Cherry crawl on the ground towards Vince

to help him, but they are feeling sick and in pain from the

venom.

APPLE MILES

(feeling sick)

We’re coming Vincy.

Apple COUGHS from being sick. Peaches and Cherry start

COUGHING from feeling sick from the venom.

CHERRY CHASER

(shivering)

So cold.

VINCE LANCELER (V.O)

I got to beat up Stanford to save,

Apple, Cherry and Peaches.

Suddenly Stanford FIRES ACID at Vince. Vince’s body GLOWS

GREEN and a FORCE FIELD APPEARS around Vince. The acid

REFLECTS off of the force field, and the force field

DISAPPEARS. Vince’s body GLOWS WHITE and he FIRES ENERGY

BLAST at Stanford. Stanford gets hit by the energy blast,

hitting him and CRASHES into the goal post.

CINDY ELSON

(evilly smiles)

I am very impressed by your powers

boy.

Cindy goes into her fighting stances, and she makes 2

LIGHTNING BOLTS to APPEAR out of her hands and grabs onto

them.

(CONTINUED)
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CINDY ELSON

(evilly smiles)

Let’s see how well you can stand up

against me.

Cindy throws her lightning bolts at Vince. Vince looks

scared and goes into a covering stance. Suddenly Cherry

comes in and swings her guitar at the lightning bolts

hitting them, causing them to fly upward into the sky.

Vince opens his eyes and sees that Apple, Cherry and Peaches

are all feeling better from the poison and they are in their

fighting stances.

VINCE LANCELER

(smiles)

Apple, Cherry, Peaches, you girls

are alright.

CHERRY CHASER

Of course we are kid.

APPLE MILES

(smiles)

We got better after you knocked out

Stanford.

PEACHES PITTER

And speaking of being knocked out.

I think it’s time for Cindy to be

knocked out.

Peaches throws a punch onto the ground, causing the ground

to CRACK up, and she picks up the large piece of the ground

and throws it at Cindy.

Cindy FIRES an ENERGY BLAST at the incoming piece of the

ground, hitting it and causing it to EXPLODE.

Peaches’ body SHINES with YELLOW ENERGY, and she ROCKETS

towards Cindy. She grabs Cindy and raise her into the air

and throws her into the stands, causing her to CRASH into

them.

Cherry uses her ELEMENTAL POWERS making her body GLOW with

GREEN AURA. She FIRES a STRONG GUST of WIND out of her hands

at Cindy. Cindy uses her MATTER MANIPULATION POWERS to make

a pole to APPEAR out of ground and grabs it, hanging onto it

while the wind blows on her.

CINDY ELSON

IT’s my turn now.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 21.

Cindy uses her PLASMA MANIPULATION POWERS to CREATE a PUDDLE

of PLASMA to APPEAR from under Cherry’s legs. ENERGY BLAST

comes out from the puddle of plasma at Cherry, hitting her

and causing her to SCREAM from the pain of the energy blast

and LAUNCH into the air.

Apple uses her CREATION POWERS to make a SLIDE to APPEAR,

making Cherry to fall onto the slide and slide down on it,

and fall to the ground.

CHERRY CHASER

Thanks Apple.

APPLE MILES

You’re welcome. Now it’s my turn.

Apple uses her CREATION POWERS to make chains to APPEAR

above Cindy and wraps them onto Cindy. Cindy struggles to

break free from the chains.

Peaches grabs the end of the chain and pulls Cindy up to

them. Peaches throws a punch at Cindy, hitting her in the

face, causing her to fall onto the ground.

Cindy uses her PLASMA MANIPULATION POWERS to make a PLASMA

BALLS to APPEAR in the air and FIRES ENERGY BLAST down onto

Vince, Tammy, Chilly and the girls. Cindy BREAKS free from

the chains.

Vince’s body GLOWS GREEN and a FORCE FIELD PROJECTS out from

his hands, causing the energy blast to reflect off of his

force field.

Vince’s body GLOWS RED and he throws a punch onto the

ground. The ground SHAKES from under Cindy’s feet. A GIANT

RED HAND BREAKS out from the ground and grabs Cindy.

CHERRY CHASER

Nice hold on her Vince. Now lets

get her into S.T.R.I.F.E custody.

Cindy uses her ELECTRICITY POWERS on the giant red psionic

hand that she is trapped it. She SHOCKS the giant red hand,

causing it to EXPLODE and releasing her from the grip.

CINDY ELSON

(mad)

You may defeated me and my boss,

but I shall be back.

Cindy uses her SUPER SPEED to run away from Vince, the

girls, Chilly and Tammy.

FADE TO



22.

EXT. SUBURBS STREETS OF BERRYVILL NIGHT TIME

Later that night the girls walk Vince, Chilly and Tammy back

home. With Chilly and Tammy on Vince’s shoulders.

APPLE MILES

(smiles)

Thanks for saving us Vince.

PEACHES PITTER

Totally little man, you totally

hold your own against Cindy.

CHERRY CHASER

You totally rocked it Vince.

VINCE LANCELER

(smiles)

Thanks girls. So what will happen

to Stanford?

APPLE MILES

Since he is effected by the Rogue

virus, he will be in S.T.R.I.F.E

custody and find away to return him

back to his good spy self.

VINCE LANCELER

That’s good. And I’m sorry that I

hanged out with Cindy. I thought

she was a good person.

PEACHES PITTER

It’s alright kiddo.

APPLE MILES

Just make sure you be careful with

hanging out with people you don’t

know.

VINCE LANCELER

I will do that.

Vince and the girls arrive at the front of his house. Vince

walks up to his front door and wave good night to the girls.

Apple, Cherry and Peaches wave good bye to Vince. Vince

OPENS the door and walks into the house.

CUT TO



23.

INT. VINCE’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM

MELLOW HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In Vince’s

house, Sheldon is reading a book, while Judy is knitting.

Vince, Chilly and Tammy walk into the house, Sheldon puts

down his book and stands up from his chair.

SHELDON LANCELER

(mad)

Where have you been young man?

VINCE LANCELER

I was hanging out with some friends

of mine. It was my fault. I

should’ve told you before I left.

JUDY LANCELER

(smiles)

At least he didn’t stay out too

late.

VINCE LANCELER

And they dropped me off here before

the left.

Sheldon then has a thinking look on his face and then

smiles.

SHELDON LANCELER

(smiles)

Well if you put it that way, just

make sure you tell me, and next

time don’t sneek out and go out

through the front door.

VINCE LANCELER

(smiles)

Sounds good dad.

Vince, Chilly and Tammy walk upstairs to his bedroom.

FADE TO BLACK


